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Abstract This paper presents damage detection techniques for structural health
monitoring of horizontal structures using computer vision. A technique based on the
derivation of curvature from the second order polynomial equations of the deflection
curve is introduced. The technique, as well as inclination angles, and the primary
deflection data are applied for damage detection on a simply supported laboratory
beam subjected to a point load at its midspan. The beam is loaded and unloaded
at intact and damaged states. Measurements are obtained with a smartphone. The
measurement resolution is 1 mm/px—a relatively low value. Measurements are pre-
processed formeasurement noise. Results show that damage can be detected using all
three responses analysis techniques. The curvature and inclination angle techniques
outperform the deflection technique, especially for damage identification.

Keywords Computer vision · Damage detection · Curvature · Inclination angle ·
Static response

1 Introduction

Ensuring the safety of bridges is paramount for their continuous operation. This
creates opportunities for the development of easy-to-use and affordable struc-
tural health monitoring (SHM) and measurement interpretation methods. Computer
vision-based SHM (CV-SHM) is gaining much popularity and has a vast potential
to become ubiquitous due to its low cost, easy use and accurate measurements [22,
25]. Deformation monitoring is perhaps one of the most popular applications of
CV measurement. The first application of CV measurements on full scale bridges
dates back to the early 90s [23, 26]. Since then CV measurement systems have
been deployed for monitoring both short to medium span [4, 12, 15], and long span
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bridges [27, 29]. An extensive review of all major aspects in CV systems and their
applications, and CV-SHM can be found in Refs. [7, 28].

CV-SHM systemsmust have effective response interpretation techniques compat-
ible with the type of collected response. For example, interpretation techniques for
dynamic response seek to find relevant structural dynamic parameters (e.g., vibra-
tion frequencies and corresponding mode shapes), while a global static response
interpretation technique may seek displacements derived parameters. The parame-
ters are obtained from motions of structural targets, which are either attached to the
structure (i.e., artificial targets with known dimensions and patterns) or found on
the structure (i.e., natural targets such as bolts in steel bridges). Dynamic testing is
the most developed method for vibration-based damage identification in bridges [6].
But the collection of useful vibration parameters may be costly and challenging. For
example, (i) high measurement accuracy is needed to capture higher order vibration
modes, and (ii) temperature affects dynamic properties, thus also bridge distributed
temperature needs to bemeasured. Static testingmaintains the advantage of requiring
only stiffness properties of structures, which can be obtained from bridge deflections
and yield reliable results for damage detection [2].

In static testing, displacements, tilts, curvatures and strains can form the basis
for damage detection [1, 5, 13, 18, 19, 24]. Curvatures, and tilts, for example, are
derivatives of deflection curve, and thus directly related to the structure’s bending
moment and flexural rigidity. This relationship can be explored for damage detec-
tion. A change in stiffness affects structural response, hence indicating a change
in structure’s conditions. An example applications of such relationship for damage
detection in horizontal structures is presented in a numerical study [1], where Grey
relation analysis was used to detect deviations in the displacement curvatures. Lee
and Eun [20] validated an analytical method on a one meter long cantilever beam
with severe damages, i.e., 67% stiffness loss at several tested locations also using
displacement curvatures. These however were not tested for compatibility with CV
measurement systems. Erdenebat et al. [9] proposed a deformation area difference
(DAD) based method on the deflection curve from which inclination angles and
curvatures are derived. The DAD method uses numerical or theoretical models as
a reference system and is able to detect local stiffness reductions of as little as 1%
in theoretical models, and 23.8% in laboratory models, with CV measurement [9,
10]. The method has also shown to be suitable for measurement collection on real
structures with stationary loads only [8].

The use of derivatives of the deflection curve in the afore-mentioned applications
may require information on material properties, boundary conditions, geometry, and
load properties (e.g., location, amount, distribution). A measurement approach of
similar applicability and accuracy, requiring as little information about the structure
as possible, is therefore of interest to researchers and asset owners. In this paper, a
curvature technique, where a curvature is computed from second-degree polynomial
equations from displacements of reference points (i.e., targets) on the structure, is
demonstrated as a part of CV-SHM. The technique has been shown applicable for
damage detection on a bridge girder using CV derived parameters using a numer-
ical model [24]. In this study, the application of the technique is demonstrated to
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the measurement set obtained from a laboratory beam. At relatively low measure-
ment resolution and low-cost camera sensor the detection of damage was still made
possible. The requirements of measurement resolution for in situ applications are
discussed, and conclusions from the study are drawn.

2 Method

2.1 Computer Vision-Based SHM

The assumption is that consumer-grade cameras, focused either on an entire bridge or
parts of it, are used during measurement collection events to capture deformations of
the structure subjected to known loads. Structural displacements along the length of
the bridge are computed using image processing from each image frame of a video.
Absolute maximum response values at each target location are extracted forming
the profile of bridge response along its length. Response at a first measurement
collection event is assumed to represent baseline conditions of the bridge. In each new
event, bridge response is obtained and compared to baseline response for condition
assessment. The CV-SHM process proposed in this study has the following stages:

1. Image acquisition and processing
2. Structural response computation
3. Damage detection.

Image acquisition and processing

The image acquisition stage generally beginswith setting up tripodwith image acqui-
sition device (with attached lens if required) mounted on a remote, stable ground,
and within clear view of the structure. Images/videos are recorded of the required
loading event and saved.

Image processing serves to extract structural information from image frames. This
is done using available image processing algorithms. These can be either proprietary
software (e.g., Video Gauge™ [14]), open source software (e.g., QUBDIsp [22] and
DeforMonit [16]), or other appropriate algorithms that can detect and track targets in
image frames. An in-depth review of image processing algorithms used in CV-SHM
can be found in Ref. [3]. The general steps for most feature or template matching
techniques is summarized below and presented in Fig. 1. The reader can seek detailed
descriptions in Refs. [17, 18, 28].

Fig. 1 Image processing steps with feature point matching or shape-based tracking
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(i) select a reference image;
(ii) define a region of interest (ROI) containing pre-selected targets. ROI is usually

set such that anticipated target movement is contained within;
(iii) detect targets using any keypoint or shape-based detector computing a set of

their pixel motions;
(iv) scale pixel displacements to engineering units such as millimetres using either

a scale factor or image homography method.

Structural response computation

Vertical displacement

The output of the image processing phase is a set of measurements for each target.
Vertical displacement (δ) is the change of a target position in vertical axis (�yi ),
calculated from the target location in the reference and ith image frames (y0 and yi
respectively). δ at an ith time step can be given by Eq. (1).

δi = �yi = yi − y0 (1)

These time series are transformed into a displacement response profile (rδ) for
the structure by extracting maximum response (δmax) for each target’s time history
(see Fig. 2).

Curvature

For any specified length of a horizontal structure, a second degree polynomial curve
can be fit using three equidistant points. A univariate quadratic function that best
approximates this fit in a two–dimensional Euclidean plane can then be generated as
shown in Eq. (2):

f (x) = ax2 + bx + d (2)

Fig. 2 Obtention of structural response profile
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The quadratic coefficient (a), linear coefficient (b) and constant (d) are obtained
from Eq. (2). The three equidistant points are targets on a structure [forming a target
set (T )]. a determines the degree of curvature of the resultant fit, and therefore
becomes the damage-sensitive feature. A larger a value denotes a reduced curvature,
a smaller a indicates the opposite. Any target combinations is possible. The curvature
response (ci ) for any ith time step is the residual of quadratic coefficients at the first
(baseline) and ith time steps given by:

ci = a0 − ai (3)

In a no-damage condition, and assuming that no noise is added to the measure-
ments, ci should be 0. The procedure for obtaining a along any specified length of a
bridge is described diagrammatically in Fig. 3, also summarized below:

1. Select three targets (t). Targets should be equally spaced. The lesser the space
between targets, the better the localization.

2. Specify a target set (T ) to contain the three selected targets for which curvature
is to be calculated. If a curvature profile for the entire beam is required, then
a moving window can be used to derive curvature at each target set (T ) across
the beam. For example, if target set T1 = {t1, t2, t3}, then a moving window can
slide from T1 along the bridge, moving one target each time until the far end is
reached, e.g., T1 = {t1, t2, t3}, T2 = {t2, t3, t4}, T3 = {t3, t4, t5}, and so on.

Fig. 3 Curvature calculation
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3. Obtain a at T for any image frame using the following procedure:

(a) Record target coordinates in each set T.
(b) Subtract the three target coordinates in each set T from either the first or

last coordinate, whichever is smaller.
(c) Obtain inclination angle (θ ) of the three coordinate points.
(d) Multiply all target coordinates in each set by a rotation matrix.
(e) Fit a quadratic curve on each target set and generate quadratic function.
(f) Extract quadratic coefficient (a).

Inclination angles

The angle (tangent relationship) (α) between two targets tk and tm is computed using
Eq. 4. θi is the residual between α in the first and ith time steps (see Eq. 5). Inclination
angles can be calculated for any two targets on the structure.

α = tan−1

(
yTk − yTm
xTk − xTm

)
(4)

θi = α0 − αi (5)

Damage detection

Structural conditions are evaluated from differences in response, which are due to
changes in structural properties, which can be due to the presence of some damage.
A response difference curve (�r) is the difference between a new response and
baseline response. This difference is further expressed as a ratio (er, j ). The subscripts
differentiate between types of response, for example, eδ, j is the damage feature
derived from deflection (δ) at the jth measurement collection event or loading cycle.
e � 0 indicates that the structure is damaged. Damage indicating threshold(s) (γ )
can be case-specific. In this study, it is set to 10%. Damage is located where e values
spike.

er, j = �r j
r0

= r j − r0
r0

(6)

A derivation of eθ (as proposed in Ref. [24]) is given in Eq. (7) to obtain eθ,g at
the gth response measurement location along the length of a beam. eθ is computed as
the ratio of the range of �rθ (qn) to the mean of rθ (r̄θ ) for n number of consecutive
response measurements. To compute eθ at the gth response location, values to its left
and right are selected so that the gth response location is in the middle. Therefore
n needs to be an odd integer, larger or equal to 3. Large n values round qn and r̄θ
hindering damage locations, thus damages close to supports may not be revealed.
However small n values can be sensitive to small, local changes to the response. The
selection of n depends on the number of distributed targets (f ) on the structure and
distance between them. In this study n is set to 3.
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eθ,g = qn,g

r̄θ,n,g
,

⎧⎨
⎩

(n−1)
2 < g < f − (n−1)

2
n ≥ 3

n = {2k + 1 : k ∈ Z}
(7)

qθ,n,g = max
l,m=1,...,n

(
�rθ,g−l−1 − �rθ,g−m−1

)
(8)

r̄θ,n,g = 1

n

n∑
l=1

∣∣rθ,g−l−1

∣∣ (9)

3 Laboratory Experiment

3.1 Set up and Loading Scenarios

The data from a test rig used in the study by Kromanis and Kripakaran [18] is
selected in this study to demonstrate the curvature and tilt techniques. It is a simply
supported, 1080 mm by 25 mm by 45 mm (length by width by depth) timber beam
subjected to static, cyclic (loading and unloading phases) point loads at its midpoint
(see Figs. 4 and 5). Targets are artificially drawn circles numbered from top left to
bottom right as shown. Three 45 mm long section cuts are made at the top of the
beam. They are tight fit wooden blocks to simulate an intact condition; removal of
a block simulate a damaged condition. Manually, with a 100 N weight, the beam is
loaded, and unloaded, for both undamaged and damaged states. Only measurements

T1 T2 T11 T12B1
T13

T29 T30 T42 T43
T28

Load

Fig. 4 Laboratory beam set-up

Fig. 5 Laboratory set-up schematic
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with the middle block (B1) removed are used in this paper for brevity. The reader
is referred to Kromanis and Kripakaran [18] for other damage scenarios. The entire
sequence of events involves loading of the undamaged beam, unloading, introduction
of damage, and loading again. A Samsung A5 phone camera is positioned to the left
of the beam and used for measurement collection. Its field of view covers the entire
beam which delivers a measurement resolution of less than 1 mm/px. The adoption
of this more affordable but with relatively slightly lower resolution (compared to
the very latest iPhones for example) enables us to test the limits of CV-SHM and
evaluate that damage detectability at low resolution.

Image processing
The image processing phase is briefly outlined. The three stages in the image

processing phase are:

1. Generation of the geometric projection matrix: Using four known target
coordinates, a geometric projection matrix is generated for use in projective
transformation.

2. Computation of target locations: TheCircularHoughTransform (CHT)method
was used for the target detection and location as it is suited for finding circles
[30]. The aim of the CHT is to find circular formations of a specified radius R,
in an image.

3. Computation of target motions: The modified DeforMonit technique is used.
4. Transformation of target locations to engineering units using computed

geometric transformation matrix.

Response generation

Displacements

Vertical target displacements (δ) are derived from transformed target locations from
the projective transformation phase. Figure 6 shows displacement measurement
series from target at beam midpoint. Measurements of each target consists of two
loading cycles—undamaged, and damaged. The increase in deflection at the second
loading cycle as damage is introduced is visible in displacement measurements in

Fig. 6 L–R: displacement series at t29; tilt series at T1 (i.e., between t29 and t30); curvature series
at T7 (i.e., at beam midpoint). Pre-processed data is represented with amber lines
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Fig. 7 From left to right: deflection, inclination angle and curvature profiles. From top to bottom:
response (r), change in response (�r) and damage sensitive feature (e). Blue and amber lines in the
first row are response at no damage and damage states. Red dashed lines indicate damage threshold

Fig. 6. The response profile is shown in Fig. 7 (left column) for both damaged and
undamaged scenarios. The values represent the maximum response of a target.

Tilts

An inclination angle is composed of two targets. To obtain a profile, tilts have to be
calculated from successive target sets from one end of the beam to the other. A total
of 14 target sets are formed (T 1 to T 14). An example of tilt measurements for T 1

and near the left end of the beam is given in Fig. 6 (middle). Maximum inclination
angles are then extracted to give the curvature profile of the beam as shown in Fig. 7
(middle).

Curvatures

A target set (T ) consist of three successive targets. Bottom targets are used. The first
set (T 1) consists of t29, t30, and t31; T2 consists of t30, t31, and t32; and so on until the
other end of the beam is reached. There are 13 target sets (T 1 to T 13) on the beam.
Curvature is calculated for all target sets, at all measurement steps. An example using
T7 near themiddle of the beam (where curvature is expected to be the largest) is given
in Fig. 6 (left). Maximum curvature is then extracted to give the beam’s curvature
profile as shown in Fig. 7 (right column).

Response pre-processing

Since collated structural displacement data canbe expected to be noisy, an appropriate
technique may be used for its de-noising or smoothening. The choice of smoothing
method depends on the signal characteristics. A linear regression over a window of
10 elements for each step worked best with measurements obtained. Pre-processed
data is represented with amber lines in Fig. 6. De-noised displacement data is used
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for obtention of secondary response. A second de-noising phase may be necessary
if secondary data still appears noisy, but this is not the case in this test.

Damage detection

�r, j and er, j are obtained for r = {δ, c, θ} respectively. jth measurements are those
taken at the second load cycle where damage was introduced. Figure 7 displays
structural performance and damage detection results from the experiment.

From Fig. 7: The first row shows response profile of the beam for all response
types. From here response distribution across the beam can be observed. �r plots
(second row) show differences between intact and damaged response. �rc but also
with �rδ values are gradually increasing/decreasing towards the midspan of the
beam. er plots quantify response deviations hence revealing damage locations where
they spike. Damage location is clearly discernible from eθ and ec plots, the challenge
however is to set a suitable damage indicating threshold. For this study however,
spikes in er plots indicate damage locations. Damage features from all response types
are robust to noise, showing clear spikes that accurately pinpoint damage location.
However, eθ values do not reach the set threshold, therefore the spikes alone will
suffice for damage localization at this stage.

Discussions

This paper applies a damage detection technique using beam curvatures from target
displacements collected with an affordable camera. Curvature, displacements and
inclination angles are measured on a simply supported beam. Structural response
computed directly from target displacements (i.e. deflections) are less sensitive to
damage; it changes very slowly (see�rδ and eδ plots), hence cannot be relied upon for
damage localisation. This is supported by similar studies using the deflection curve
of horizontal structures, for example in Erdenebat et al [9]. Tilts and curvatures
have sharp spike at damage locations. Damaged locations are clearly discernible
when observing er plots despite the initially noisy measurements. Damage threshold
should be selected based on the level of measurement noise. If measurements are
less noisy, it can be set to 5% [24, 21]. If we use 5% here, a lot more areas will
be captured, which makes damage localization a bit more difficult. This may, in
addition to noise, be partly due to the nature of loading, i.e., moving loads were used
in cited studies against point loads in this paper. Developing a more robust damage
thresholding system would be a focal point for future studies.

Camera specifications and challenges in field applications

The measurement accuracy of a CV-SHM system is of a vital importance for both
monitoring and damage detection purposes. This is largely determined by camera
resolution, image processing algorithm, and field of view. The Samsung Galaxy
A5 has a resolution of 1080 × 1920 px, with aspect ratio of 16:9. The field of
view covers the entire beam which provides a camera measurement accuracy of
about 1 mm/px—a relatively low value, which is insufficient for strain measurement,
especially considering the measurement noise. A higher grade camera with sub-pixel
image processing could improve the measurement accuracy.
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The major challenge of CV-SHM field applications rely on measurement accu-
racy. Affordable cameras and open source image processing tools makes vision
measurement an attractive option for short term measurement collection [7, 11].
But consumer-grade cameras are limited in measurement resolution which limits
achievable accuracy, which is further diminished as field of view increases. The
CV-SHM approach used in this paper is applicable for short span bridges. Multiple
cameras may have to be used if larger areas are to be captured, perhaps with the help
of a robotic camera system [17]. The techniques proposed in this paper do not require
time synchronisation of vision measurement since maximum response is used. Also,
cameras do not need being placed in the same positions at each measurement event
since a position-independent approach can be used [18].

Summary and conclusions

This paper describes a damage detection technique using beam curvature, which is
obtained from target displacements. By means of an affordable CV measurement
collection, the suitability of the technique is validated. The following conclusions
are drawn:

• Damage can be detected and located with as low measurement resolution
as 1 mm/px and maximum beam midspan deflection of about 5 mm using
displacements, curvatures and tilts.

• Pre-processing target displacements may help deriving more accurate struc-
tural response, from which bridge response and damage sensitive features are
calculated.

• The proposed damage detection techniques do not require a synchronized
measurement collection, when multiple cameras are employed. Only the absolute
maximum response values, which are extracted from influence lines, are need to
derive bridge response.

Future research will evaluate the proposed damage detection techniques on CV
measurements froma laboratory setupusing amoving load to simulate a bridge-traffic
system.
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